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Abstract:. This paper aims at improving the first three steps of the traditional four-step
transportation-model by using longitudinal person-trip data obtained at three different points iir
time in the Hiroshima metropolitan area. Importani results can be obtained. Cross-iectional
assumptions implicit 

- in traditional travel 
-demand 

models such as temporal stability,
ho^mogeneity and serial-independence are all statistically rejected. Dynamic models with fixei-
effects and random-effects are.developed based on tlie siatistical iesults of trip generation,
attraction and distribution models. Throlgh gmpirigl analysis, newly develoirt aynamic
models have proven to be.slperior to traditional ones in termi of prediction accuricy. Further,
an ,ggregate logit.model .(linq1 fgrm) is_ employed for modal split. Finally, i dynamic
simultaneous-equation model with fixed-effects based on the seeminigly unrelatdd regi6ssions
mcthod is developed and its effectiveness is confirmed by empirical an-aiysis.

Key Words: dynamic model, unobserved heterogeneity, serial conelation

I. INTRODUCTION

Cross-sectional data has been broadly ur.-.-d in travel demand modeling, especially urban
transportation planning. However, there still remain several severe probteils from a "practical
point of view. For example, models- using cross-sectional daia cannot proviad travii
information on temporal change, thereby reEucing longer-term travel demina preaiction
accuracy.

To alleviate these infirmities, longitudirnl data collected at multiple points in time has come to
the fore of travel behavior research. According to whether or not iamples surveyed are identical
over time, longitudinal data can be generally c-iassified as panel data or repeated cross-sectional
data, respectively.

Although.longitudinal data has its own specific problems such as expensive survey costs and
1l!ritiT bias caused by.repetitious surveying, its information provisiorial capabilitieJ, especially
Jggardlng th€ temporal chqnge of travel behavior, surpasies that of clross-sectionil data.
Unfortulately., most research ihus far has been confined to individual behavioral unuiyrii Uui"a
on panel data in which the time-span between two surveys is very short, e.g. half u yt* o. on"
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vear (e.q.. Sueie er al., 1999). Travel demand models at the zonal level using longitudinal riata

btt.it.d'ou"r"rulti-year intervals have not been satisfactorily developed, probably because a

sufficient number of 
-data 

sets could not be easily obtained for the area in question.

The soal of this paper is to improve the first three steps of the conventional four-step mo_de_l

,iinf tongitudinaj travel data o'btained in the Hiroshima-metropolitan.arllduring 1967, 1978

ana IggZ]UrUanization has expanded survey area size, hence the initial 3.2-zone area common

to uff ir*"V years is used for this study (S_u!,i9.er al, 1.982) (see Figure f ). tf data originates

fiom repeaied cross-sectional data gatherid.it 10-year intervals. P.gugt individuals sampled in
iir;ililtare different at each p5int in.time, the analysis unit (i.e..zone),is.fixed. o;e1,the,

duration of the su*ey. Therefore, statistical methods-d_eveloped for the analysis of individual
panel data can be applied at the zonal level (Ito et al., 1997).

In the field of travel behavior research, perhaps the most frequent reason that motivates a pa.19l

studv is the evaluati6n of the impact'df u chunge in the transportation _system, or a specific

traniportation planning project (Kitamura, .1990). Accord.ingly, .much research has been

J;-i&"J to diiaggregite trivel behavior usingpanel. data (Special^Is*'e: Imgitudinal Data

I\i;ih;Ji r-ssi; S;;ci;r Issue: Panel Analysis oT fravel Demand, 1989; Special Issue: Dynamic

Travel Behavioi Analysis, 1990), and useful results have been obtained.
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Most dynamic mo_dels in individual travel behavioral analysis have been developed using short-
term panel data. However, if we consider forecasting transportation conditioni 10 to 2b years
down the road using dynamic models,_ assumptions at time t, which are functions of dependent
variables at time t-1, are not completely plausible. Therefore, it seems critical to consider time
series factors for studies conducted-over long time intervals with few survey years. The
objective of this study is to develop dynamic travel demand models incorporatin! unobserved
heterogeneity and first-order serial conelation within the context of such a circumst-ance.

As for the format of this paper, section 2 is used to statistically test cross-sectional assumptions
for trip generation, attractioh and distribution models. Based on the test results, dynamic single-
equation models integrating unobserved heterogeneity and first-order serial conelation -are

developed-in section 3. Finally, section 4 is used to develop a new dynamic modal split model
with simultaneous-equations, as it is not realistic to treat the enor terms of different modes
independently.

2. STATISTICAL TEST OF CROSS.SECTIONAL ASSUMPTIONS

2.1 Cross-sectional Assumptions

Traditional travel demand models using cross-sectional data can be expressed as follows:

yit = p*):, 01x1,;1*v;,

where,
i, t : zone (or zone pair) and time, respectively
yir : dependent variable (e.g. generated trips)
x1,t, : k'th explanatory variable of y,,

Ft : Parameter of x1,i,
p : some crnstant
vit : error term having an identical and independent distribution (i.i.d.) for i and t
K : total number of explanatory variables

The following is assumed for Eq. (1).

Assumption 1: temporal stability, i.e. pn is independent of time.

Assumption 2: homogeneity, i.e. p is constant across zones.

Assumption 3: serial independence of v,,.

Based on the above assumptions; Eq. (1) can be estimated using the ordinary least squares
(OIS) method. However, if these assumptions do not hold, using the estimation results based
on OIS will lead to erroneous conclusions.

2.2 Estimation of Trip Generation, Attraction and Distribution Models

In this section, traditional travel demand models are developed for statistical analysis. The
indices related to population and employment in industry, business and commerce arb used as
explanatory variables for trip generation and attraction models expressed as Eq. (1).

For trip distribution, a gravity model (Eq. (2)) is employed to check the temporal stability of
model parameters.

(1)
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lilt = r(Git)P" (4,)F^ / (Tii,)fr

where,
yilt : interzonal trips between zones i and j at time t

Gi, : trips generated in zone i

4, : triPs attracted in zone j
Ti;, , u friction factor measuring average travel time between zones i and j

P, Fc, Fe,Fr : model Parameters

This model is widely used in Japan. For computational convenience, Eq. (2) can be converted
to its log-linear form as follows:

ln(yi:,) = ln(p) + p6 ln(Gi1) + po ln(A1t) - Bl ln(Ti.;1) + vi;1 (3)

This indicates that the above trip distribution model can be also expressed as Eq. (1).
Accordingly, generation/attraction and distribution models are estimated using OIS (only the

results with reipect to total trip purpose are shown in Table 1 due to limited space). The sample
size for trip distlibution is smaller than expected (32x32=1,024), becarl-se intrazonal as well as

zero-trip simples elicited during survey yeu 1978 (a mere 1.57a sampling rate).were excluded
from the analysis. It can be seen that each model has an excellent goodness-of-fit (i.e. multiple
correlation coefficient) and that population as well as business and commerce employment
variables are significant in the generation/attraction models.

2.3 Test of Temporal StabilitY

To tesfwhether or not the estimated parameters based on OIS are temporally stable, lve use a
covariance analysis method (Hsiao, 1986). First, we estimate Eq. (4) using OIS for each

yeat.

yir = pt * >:, 01,1 x1,i1 r vi,

Constant p, and parameter p1,1 var! over time and their residual sPm of squares can be

calculated as 51. Next, we estimate Eq. (1) using OIS and pooled data from 1967 and 1978,
then calculate its residual sum of squares as Sz. The hypothesis of temporal stability for
constantst and parameters can be thought of as Eq. (4) subject to (k+1)(T-1) linear restrictions:

HO : pt = V2= = Ft and Ft,r = gt,Z = = Ft,f

Based on Sr and Sz, the following F-statistic can be employed to test temporal stability.

E _ (s2-sr )i[ (r-1)(K+ 1)]I - Sr/[NT-T(K+1),

Thetestresultsof Eq. (5) areshown in Table 2. Test results for the school attraction model is
not indicated because the-number of students in L967, an important explanatory variable in the

model, cannot be obtained. From Table 2, it is obvious that temporal stability for all of the

models is convincingly rejected.

(2)

(4)

(s)
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Table 1 Estimation Results for Generation, Attraction and Distribution Models
(Total Trip Purpose)

Explanatory variable TttP"gpl-e-t-qlion

tg67 1978 tg87

T5!p qltpctign
1967 1978 1987

Constant

Population

Employme nt in
busine5g. and corn m€tgg

Sample size
Multiple conelation
coefficient

561 -502
(0.17) (0.1s)
1.660 2.210
(23.4)** (17.1)**
2.790 3.561
(25-,7)** (29:4):*
32 32

-434
(0.13)
2.2t5
(17.1)* *

3.540
(293)**
32

0.990

-3280
(1.26)
1.750
(24.6)**
2.t90
(32,3)::
32

0.990

-333s
(1.27)
1.745
(24.4)**
2.t98
(32,l)ll
32

597
(0.18)
1.655

Q3.2)**
2.804
(2s,e):i
32

0.9880.995 0.990 0.990

Explanatory variable 
D6i

T-rip dis_r_ibU[on

t978 1987
Constant

Generated trips

Attracted nips

Average travel time

Sample size
Multiple correlation
coefficient

-8.837
(9.1 l)* *

0.876
(16.3)**
1.106
(19.9)* *

-t.792
(23:6)**

458

0.891

-12.38
(8.80)f*
0.918
(1 1.5)* *

1.245
(14.0)**
-1.235
(,1a,3)-l

458

0.739

-s.609
(6.70)**
o.938
(20.0)**
0.827
(15.9)* *

-1962
(30:e):*
458

0.881

( t scores in parentheses; *: significantat 5Vo, **: lVo)

Table2 Temporal Stability Test Resrlts

Trip purpose Generation Attraction Distribution
Work F(2,60) =8.09** F(2,60) =394* F(4,802) -5.62**
School F(2,60) =5.29** F(4,434) = 5.48**
Home
Shopping
Personal

Business

F(3, 58) =25.2** F(2, 60) = 54.0** F(4, 866) =24.2**
F(3, 58) - 174** F(3, 58) = 46.7** F(4, 208) =2L.9**
F(3,58) =126** F(3,58) =127** F(4,540) =35.1**
F(3, 58) =Q).2** F(3, 58) - 88.2** F(4,632) = 46.3**

Total F(3,58) = 123** F(3,58) = 123** F(4,908) =32.3**
( Figure.s in F( , ) are degree of freedom; *: significant at SVoi **: lVo )

2.4 Testing for Homogeneity

Consider the following equation with fixed-effects parameter 6;.

yit = 6i + r, + X=r 01 xp,;s + u;, (6)
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The test of homogeneity determines whether or not the null hypothesis Ho:6i = 0 holds' We

estimate, first of all, the pooled model (Eq. (6)) in which 6i = 0 using OI5 and obtain the

estimated residual 0i,. Then the following Breusch-Pagan statistic ). can be used to test for

homogeneity (Maddala, 1987; Meurs, 1990)'

^ 
= dbb:, D:, i,J")), )1, q' -,]' (7)

The ir statistic follows u X2 distribution with one degree of freedom when N is sufficiently

larser than 1. The telt results based on tr are shown in Table 3, and one can deduct that the

.*iitrr." of heterogeneity in most models is accepted'

Table 3 HomogeneitY Test Resuls

Model Work School Home Personal Business Total

0.013 0.737 2.533 zl.L** 22.4** L4.5** 18.7**Generation
Attraction
Distribution

3.691
19.0** 143**

0.002
49.2**

7.52** 20.4** 15.2** 18.7**
3.6t6 5.28* 2.5',1,4 42.8**

( *: significant at 5Vo; ** : l% )

2.5 Testing for Serial Independence

Here we test for the existence of serial correlation of error terms in the presence of

heterogeneity. Therefore, we assume the following error structure:

uit = Pu;1-1 *o1, (8)

where p is a first-order serial conelation coefficient satisfying stationarity assumption I p I ' 1'

By estimating Eqs. (6) and (8) with OIS when null hypothesis Ho: P = 0 holds, we can obtain

the estimateJ residual fiit and establish the following generalized Durbin-Watson statistic

(Bhargava et al., 1982; Maddala, 1987).

ow = )L ):, (0,,-i,,_,)',t )1, )1, q? (e)

The test results using Eq. (9) shown in Table 4 indicate the existence of first-order serial

6""i"ti* i" all of td6 *iai,f( at sigriticance levels of SVo (rhe critical value is approximately

2.00).
Table 4, Serial Independence Test Results

Model Work School Home Shopping Personal Business Total

G.n".ution 0.98* 1.1.5* 1.28* 1'81* 1'84* 7'67* 7'71*

Attraction 0.99* 1.34" 1'48* 1"80* 1'69* l'76*
n:^e-:L.-ri^- A 4(* n ?1 * n /.a* o R2* 0-86* 1.09* 0.69*

(*: significant at SVo)
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3. DYNAMIC MODELS INCORPORATING UNOBSERVED
HETEROGENEITY AND FIRST-ORDER SERIAL CORRELATION

The above tost results would impel one to relax all three cross-sectional assumptions. However,
because longitudinal data used here comprises only three time points, it is- not possible to
incorporale time-varying parameters. into the-models. For this reason, we develop dynamic
models.that incorporate heterogeneity and -first-order serial correlation simultaniouily for
generatio:r, attraction and distribution models. The general formulae can be represented as
follows (Bhargava et al., 1982; Hsiao, 1986):

-KYtt = [r * )u=, 91 x1.11 + v1,

v,, = 6, +u,,

Uit = PU11-1 *e;1

where v;,, u;sr e;1 arg error terms with e,, having an i.i.d.

The initial condition for Eqs. (10) - (12) is given as (Lillard et al, L978):

(10)

(1 1)

(t2)

,^t- 2Uit =eil/Vl-p (13)

According to the assumptions about 6t, we can obtain a model with fixed-effects (i.e. 6, does

not change stochastically) and a model with random-effects (i.e. 6, is a random variable).
Because error term u,, has a first-order serial correlation, the generalized least squares (GLS)
method can be applied. The GLS estimator can be defined as (Amemiya, 1985):

p = lx*o*''*-l-'y*'g*-'y (r4)

whereO*=(f*OO) isarufxNTmatrixandOisaTxTvariance-covariancematrixofthe
stationary first-order auto regression, meaning (l has elements of the form @hargava et al.,
le82):

o,. = Pl'-'ll(t-p') (15)

Eq. (1a) is expressed ratherabstrusely, and_practical estimation would be complex. In light of
this, we set about transforming Eqs. (10) - (12) using a simple method.

3.1 Specification of Dynamic Models with Fixed-effects (DFIX)

Based on the above theoretical background, Eqs. (10) - (12) canbe transformed as follows:

t[ r a' 1y,r- yi) = ):, ifi + t Fr, (*r,ir - x*,;;] + e,,

(yi, - yi) - P (Yit-r -yi) = X=, p*[(xx,i, -ir,i) - p (xr,i,-r -i1,;)]+ e',

(16)

(r7)

til = eit -^[1a'", rit = eit-(1-p)[i

where,
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v' = * )f, v,,, Xk,i = I )1, *n,,,

Because the error term Eit ( t = 1, 2, ..., T ) is serially independent, OLS can be applied to Eqs.

(16) and (17). However, for a study with a minimum number of survey years we propose

y = 1/ NT)|,)L,v,, and i1 = 1/ NT)Il)l-,*n,,, instead of !q and r1,1 because the

former can increase degrees of freedom for the estimation.

In order to sstimate p and 6, separately, Hsiao (1986) assumes )[, 6, = 0. Using OIS to get

the estimated value of Fr (FJ from Eqs. (16) and (17), along with y and i1, we can calculate

the estimated values p, 6' of p, 6t as follows:

i = y-):, in**, 3, = y,-i-)[, i*x*,, (1s)

In fact, a consistent estimator of p must be pre-determined by the estimated parameter 
_of 

yi,--1 in

Eq. (19), because it cannot be obtained directty from Eqs. (16) and (17) using OIS with an

insufficient number of survey years.

yit = cr + pyit-r * ):, i Fu **,,, *yu"u,,,-,] *",, (1e)

as well asFinally, the estimated value !1, of yg, can be expressed as a function of y;,-1, x1,11-1

X1,11 aS follows:

^ : 
+ ):, [A- (**,,, - i **,,,-,)] (20)ii, = p yit-r +(1 - P)(P+6i)

3.2 Specification of Dynamic Models with Random'effects (DRAN)

In contrast with DFIX, the variance-covariance matrix O of error term vir in DRAN is defined

as follows (Liltard et al., 1978):

aO=oi (21)

t p p'' pt-t I
Ip lp' 
I
Ia t 2..,

P" P 1"' l+o6tl':::.:l
I

pr-' 1 l

where ol, o! are variances of error terms uit and 61, and i is a T x 1 matrix in which all of the

elements are L.

Since substituting (! into Eq. (14) will cause the same problem as in DFIX, we propose another

transformation method to specify DRAN.

yir = tr * >:, F1x1,;1 +rt;1

Joumal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.4, No.3. October' 2001
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*-r,, -fi-r,,-, = p* )L, p- (fr *n,,, -#**,it-r)+rit (23)

where,

Tir = uir+6i,rlir = eitl(7-p) +6t

The error term qit ( t = 1, 2, ..., T) has the following variance-covariance matrix.

2
o1

o"ou

o"ou

:

(24)

where,

4=4=...=4= 4t(t-p)2*ol, o"o, = o!

oj i. tt. variance of error term eir.

Eq. (2a)-is a special case of the GLS enor structure. When T = 2, it follows the structure of the
seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) method (T*llner,1962). 

'

Similar to DFIX, the estimated value of yi, G,) can also be calculated based on travel
information at a previous time point.

ii, = 0 yit-r +i(r -6)+ X=, a-(**,,, -i xr,it-r) (2s)

lu-

'" o"o"

'.' o"o,

'.' o"i"

2..oT

o"ou o"ou

2o2 o"o,
2o"ru ol

o"ou o"ou oao,

3.3 Estimation of DFIX and DRAN

In this section, we estimate DFIX and DRAN using data- n 1967 and 1978 (only total trip
purpose_estimations are shown)- It.is o-bvious that m:-ost of the estimatea paramiteft have th'e
expected signs and are statistically signiticant.

To check the significance_ of_DFIX and DRAN, we use the estimated parameters in Table 5 to
q1g{iclqvef demand in 1987 and then compare them with the predictions of moaets OH-ZA,
SUR-78 and FSUR-7S (see Table 6).

OIS-78 is a traditional prediction model, which^ extrapolates future conditions from present
cross-sectional relationships, 

Jrence 
parameters of thetise year (1978 in this siuayj aI:!.;;a

for.prediction. SUR-78 considers terirporal variation of parameterl, zonai variation of constants
and arbitrary serial correlation. The difference between SUn-ZS and FSUR-78 is that the latter
does not assume parameters to vary over time. They use data in l96i-and 1.978 for model
estlmalion' However, since it is not clear how conelation between present and future error
terms is considered, it is not addressed in this paper. Comparing these iwo models can make it
clear whether or not time-varying parameters signlficantty influe"nce prediction 

"."u.u"y. 
- -
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Table 5 Estimation Results for Generation, Attraction and Distibution Models
(Total Trip Purpose)

Explanatory Genglation Attraction Distribution

uuiiabl" nrr- DRAN nFIx nRAN nFIx nRAN

Constant

Population

-2099
(0.64)

1.694 1.762 1.690 r.754
(s.to;-- (19.1)** (8.03)** (18.9)**

-2L57
(0.6s)

-11.78
(t2.2)**

Employment in 2.476 2.299 2'484 2'302

business and commerce (10.6)** (26.5)** (10'6)** (26'3)**

Trips generated

Trips attracte d

Average travel time

0.878
(17.3)**
0.932
(17.3)* *

-1.014

t.057
(19.8)**
0.884
(14.8)**
-0.744

15.8)* *

( t scores in parentheses; *: significantat 5Vo;**: lVo)

Table 6 Prediction Models for 1987

Prediction model
Variation

p+6i pt
Serialcorrelation Estimation

methodrcoIs-78
SUR-78
FSUR-78
DFIX
DRAN

SUR-78
FSUR-78
DFIX
DRAN

ves/nou I
yeslpoa t

SuRq)
SIIRb)

OG
Grs

no
yes
no
no
no

no
yes
y9-s,

yes yes (1s :)

tsti.)

Data for model Parameters used
Predictton modet ^^rr_^ri^- ra. nrerrinrinnestimatton for prediction

1967+1978
1967+1978
1967+t978
1967+1978

1967+1978d)
1967+1978r)
I 967+ 19780)

1978

u) .o^ia"r.a in model estimation, but not for prediction b) see section 3.2

cj first-o.de, serial correlation d) commom parameters for 1967 and 78

Goodness-of-fit indices used to evaluate prediction accuracy regarding actual (Y;) and

estimated 1?,; trlps in 1987 are correlation coefficient (R) and Theil's inequality coefficient

(U1: 0 < its value < 1) a (Theil, 1961)' Ut can be expressed as Eq' (26)'

,( (26).,H>:,03)u,:

A larger value of R and a smaller value of U, means higher prediction accuracy' The prediction

u*urLy of each model defined in Tabl: 6 is shown in Table 7'

* ):,,"'
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We can see from Table 7 that FSUR-78 is superior to OIS-78 antl SUR-78 in terms of model
accuracy. This result means that zone-dependent constants (i.e. p + 6i ) are more important than

time-varying parameters (i.e. F,), supporting the assumptions of DFIX and DRAN.

As heterogeneity parameters represent travel change due to unmeasurable zonal (or spatial)
characteristics, they must be more effective than time-varying parameters. Moreover,
incorporating first-order serial correlation into DFIX and DRAN makes it possible to consider
travel information at previous time points explicitly. As a result, DFIX and DRAN are most
accurate of all the models defined in Table 6. Besides, since the heterogeneity parameter can be
explicitly incorporated in DFIX, it is more desirable to use this model to predict travel demand
rather than DRAN.

Table 7 Prediction Accuracy of the Models Defined in Table 6
(Total Trip Purpose)

Model Generalion
R Theil's

Attraction Distribution
R Theil's R Theil's

0.976 0.070
0.978 0.071
0.983 0.0s8
0.992 0.031
0.982 0.059

ots-78
SUR-78
FSUR-78
DFIX
DRAN

0977 0.069
0.978 0.071
0.983 0.058
0.992 0.031
0.982 0.058

0.823 0.045
0.801 0.046
0.840 0.044
0.884 0.038
0.879 0.035

4. DYNAMTC MODELS WrTH STMULTANEOUS-EQUATTONS

In this section, we extend the dynamic single-equation models of section 3 to the modal split
phase. Although a number of modal split models have been employed in travel demand
analysis, a logit model such as Eq. (27) is used here because it is more theoretically well-
founded than other models.

P[,, = exp(Vi ),):,=, *p(v,i 
)

(27)

(28)v,i, = o'* )[], Fr, *rli.i,,* X=*,., 0[ r*,,i,,

where,

Pil,,

vfi,,
m

xt 
,i.y,t

Fr
xk,i;,t

m

Fr
m

ct

: trip share held by mode m between zones i and j at time t

linear utility function of mode m

k'th explanatory variable of mode m (e.9. average travel time)

parameter common to all modes
explanatory variable common to all modes

parameter for mode m

constant for mode m

There exist two methods to estimate Eq. (27): one is the maximum likelihood (ML) method,
and the another is GLS (or SUR). We adopt the latter (SUR) here because it incorporates time
series information into the model better than the ML method. For travel modes car, bus and rail,
Eq. (27) can be transformed as follows (Theil, 1969) :

r ( r,il'r p,i,l* 
) = yil'- v,ll* * ,,;,, (2e)
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r" ( n,lf'r P';i. ) = u,,ll' - u,ff* * r,,,,

The explanatory variable common to all modes is average travel time, and the
variableis are used independently in the two equations:

1) accessibility V;, (i.e.),1, A,/Tii,) of origin zone i;

2) egessibility \t (i.e. )ll, G,,tri,) of destination zone j;

3) car ownership in origin zone i;

4) business and commerce employment percentages at destination zone j (an indicator of
parking difficulty);

where G11, 4t and Ti;, *" defined as in Eq. (2).

The models developed in section 3 belong to !!9 si_nglg-equation approach. For the modal split
model, we must 6stimate Eqs. (29) anA 1:01 simultaneously to determine the correlation

between error terms oi;,, and Ii.,,,.

4.1 Test of Cross-sectional Assumptions for the Modal split Model

To carry out the tests we use total trip purpose data from 1967 and 1978. The covariance

analysijmethod is handy to tesr temporat itauitity as was done in section 3. Applying t_!"^!u.g
ilttfud t" Eqs. (29) una 1fO; would'be to9 mmilicated, hence we first.estimate Eqs. (29) and

lJbt ,r.inn Si-ln'fof each vear (see Table 8). The sample size decreases due to reasons shown in

i"fjf" 
-i. "ft4odels obtain6d have relativefy high multiple conelation coefficients, but their

parameters seem to varY over time.

It was then tested whether or not the parameters' t-statistics each year were equal (l.f fqUl"^2)
it is clear that most of the parameters-are significantly different for survey years 1967 and 1978.

Wiriia ttr" same statistici employed in thE previoui section to test the homogeneity and serial

indeoendence assumptions, bui tlie estimated residuals used here are from simultaneous SUR
iiii.fiution. of Eqs. (29) and (30), not from a separate OIS estimation. The test results of Table

iO inai*tr that'all istimations ire statistically'rejected at significance levels of 5Vo ot l%o,

suggesting the existence of heterogeneity and first-order serial correlation.

Much like section 3, we can use the above test results to rewrite Eqs. (29) and (30) as follows:

rn(r,lfs/t,,tl*)=

rn(r,ff'rr,l,f*) =

BC BC
@ij,, = P oii,t-t+el.;,t

RC RC
Itj,, = P llij,t-t+tij,,

BC RC
where, 6'j , 6,j : heterogeneity parameters

BC RCp"-, p"' : firsGorder serial conelation coefficients

(30)

following

olt * u,iYt - v,;tt* * r,,,,

+ rlij,,

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

olc + v,ff'' - v,jti-
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Table 8 SUR Estimation Resulrs of Eqns (29) and (30) for Each Survey year

Explanatory variable 1967 1978 t987
Average travel time (min.)

EqnQ9)

Constant

Accessibility of origin zone

Egressibility of destination zone

Car ownership in origin zone

Business and commerce employment
qglcgntagcs in d-91tirytion zone

Ec+ (30)

Constant

Accessibility of origin zone

Egressibility of destination zone

Car ownership in origin zone

Business and commerce employment
percentages in destination zone

-1.61E-03
(,0.36)

0.76r
(1.s6)
7.54E-07

(0.81)
-9.36E-06
(2.09)*
-2.35
(1.s4)
1.40
(4:28)**

1.35
(t.76)
-6.20E-06
(4.t1**
-2.438-05
(3.42)**
t.07

(0.44)
-0.2t9
(0.42)

-2.08E-03
(125)

0.428
(0.76)
2.668-06

(1.e3)
-5.888-06
(0.7s)
-4.62
(2.73)**
r.49
(3e7)*i

0.358
(0.46)
-7.428-07
(0.3e)
-2.538-05
(2.30)*
-2.69
(1.1s)
1.11
(2.20)*

-3.10E-02
(4,5e)l:

-1.58
(2.37)*
4.508-06

(4.13)**
-5.92E-O6
(0.8s)
-4.65
(2.81)* *

3.28
(6:7 

_2)*:

0.382
(0.44)
-r.378-06
(0.e7)
-2.01E-05
(2.21)*
-0.452
(0.21)
0.946

(1.48)

Sample size 126

0.672

1,26

0.763

126

0.859
Multiple correlation

fficient

Table 9 Test Results for Temporal Stability

( t scores in parentheses; +: significantat 5Vo;**:l7o\

Explanatory variable L967 vs.1978
Average travgl time

Constant
Accessibility of origin zone
Egressibility of destination zone

Car ownership at origin zone
Business and commerce employment

-1"13

_qq{' (3,0)

1.0.1'r*
25.2**
0.810
12.5**

esr! (2e)

5.03* *

12.8**
4.32**
11.2**

2.14*tages in destination zone

( *: significantat 5Vo;**:7Vo)

Table 10 Test Results for Heterogeneity and First-order Serial correlation
Hete Serial correlation

(2e)
(30)

11.5**
13.0* *

0.699*
0.827*

( *: significantat 5Vo;**:1.Vo)
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4.2 Soecification and Estimation of Dynamic Simultaneous'equation Modal
Sbtit Models with Fixed'effects (DSEFIX)

We can develop dynamic simultaneous-equations models for modal split using the slmernethod

i;;ilt"i-I"-"""tio" 
-i. 

Ho*"u"., it becomes very-.complicated to extend DRAN to

il;ji;;;;;;-equations due to enor structure complexity.-Therefbre,,we only discuss dynamic

models with fixid-effects. Eqs. (31) - (34) can be transformed as tollows:

y',;11 = )[=i ei'*'fl[,,*,,'if

*h"r" y'iff, v',ff, *',f[,,, *'ff,, ur" transformed variables of ln 1r1ffs I P'i,$ in Eq' (31)'

h (p,YL I p,ll*) in Eq. (32) and their explanatory variabies, respectively. These variables can

U. .*ii".r"a"ri*if* to Eqs. (16) and (17) using the average values of i, j and t.

vr,ll = )l=i el'",Nf,, * ,,ff

.RC frmry(y$r. - y*.)
Yij'r -'|.,r[*t 

-o*t, -pRc(v[:-r - t*t)

trffiry(.[?5., - x*c)
t1t-[S,, 

- i*t ) - p*t(*liti,-, - **t )

v3,' = rn(piY'r tfl*)

"'=#ii'lt
r*". =#),;"m,

-BC.-x )

r=1

t>1

t =1

t >L

if t =1

if t >L

(3s)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(40)

(3e)
if

if

y$f - urpif'r tff*)

,.'=#p,i,tt

u-.'=#,),i,.ffi,,

.Bc l'ffry(vfli - y'") ir t = 1

Yi;'t = 

lrrBf - y")- put(vi!-, - y") ir t > 1

.BC t'.ffiTr-Fi.:,, - xrc)
x[,iit = 1 . s6 _BC, BC, Bc

1(xfuI,, - x--)-P (xt,i;,t-t

if

if

where,

,RCxk,ij,t =
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Note that N and T are th.e number_-of. zone pairs and time points. The SUR method can bedirectly fpnlied to. E_qs. (35) and (36), and-heterogeneity parameters and constanis can;;
estimated as done in Eq. (18).

Using data for t967 and 1978 we estimated DSFIX^p^arameters and subsequently predicted thetrips according to travel mode in.1987. olry_final (1987) predictio;;;;;;y i, ,i,,i*, iriu6ii11. The traditional model listed in the Table is without tr"terogeniitylna riot-oia;;;;i
:f:..1fl:1:1:gld,l-et:;"?!II is retatively.syperior in termsti pi6ai"tio, u.";;;;y,;;;
rnougn rnelr goodness-ot-ttt mdlces are not satisfactory.

Table 11 Prediction Accuracy of Modal Split Models for 19g7

Model Theil's
Traditional model
DSFIX

0.s34
0.s96

0.281
0.268

5. CONCLUSIONS

Environments surrounding transportation experience more acute and more frequent chansesnow than ever before. For this reason, triditional travel demand ;od;r tliul-'ilili[li
longitudinally from cross-sectional relationships have become i.pr""ti*i.
This paper have.developed a new model system that incorporates unobserved heteroseneitv andrlrsl-oroer serlal correlatton based on repeated cross-sectional data gathered at-multi-year
intervals. Notable results have been obtain6d.

The conventional cross-sectional assumptions of.temporal stability, homogeneity and serial
il9:ry:9.:r::91!pd in traditionar travlr demand moders *" ,u ititlrt-i&rf*j"ii"a.--Frrfi.i,
the. lssue_of temporal variation becomes difficult with only a minimal num'ber"of .u*", ii*i
P,:llt^t:,I-.:?,,1-1,: -plp"."we 

have proposed incorpoiating ,r-ob;;;;ir;;;d;;;;iy ;:;
rrrsr-oroer senal @rrelatron of error terms into the model.

With respect to trip generation, attraction and distribution models, dynamic models with fixed-ellects and random-etlbcts are developed based on the above siatistical results. rnrougtr
:Tl^Tgi111rti1,n3wlr developed dyiramic models have proven io u"-rup".ioi i" t aiii"r%i
on^es m terns ot predlctlon accuracy. As heterogeneity parameters with fixed-effects can reflectdifferent zonal characteristics direitly, we trarTe conctta.a tt"t-ayn".i" models with fixed-
effects could be used for long-term piedictions.

The.log-linearform of an aggregate logit model is used for the modal split phase. Because
modes chosen are not independ=ent 9f-9ne another, tf,. 

"orr.Ltion-rnnong 
error terms ofdifferent modes should be considered. However, since it ;;;iffi"r[io &t"na tneiingre:

equati,on model with random-effects to modal solit,. a dyrun i";i;;itun"ou.-"qrution mfair
:-ill..Il"o*trrcts based on sUR was devetoped'and its Lri.iiir.*ri ;rfi.-"d- bt;dil;
anatysls.

These dynamic models are.expected to-improve prediction accuracy, but there still remain someproblems. one is that we have used. data only trom the initial rei;z surviy area. This area is
:T:i.,:^?l^:y"y. y?ars,,but since surv-ey areas enlarge witfr tfre passage of time, it isnecessary to tncorporate this phenomenon into our models.

Gravity and logit models are.fundamentally non-linear, so they must be transformed to los-linear form in order to apply the ideas introducea tor trip ger"iiti"J"it 
".ti.oil;;A;il t;;fi:Lonsequently, non-linear models need to be dealt with directly to further develop Ayn*ictravel demand models.
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Finallv. we can say that the dynamic models proposed here would be also a useful tool for

ffi;if;il-;;;iirii unJror6*.ting in developi'ng countries. B;3u^se the longitudinul,tt"l:l
data will soon be ivailable in these countries since the Person Tnp Survey has been ult1ug{

;;; i;,n"kttransportation plans in many Asian Metropolitan Areas and the second and thrrd

iu*ay. are succesiiuely planning to be carried out to review them'
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